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Research & Engineering Center. This work was sponsored by the
Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Laboratory of Marshall Space
Flight Center under Contract NAS8-21150. The technical monitor
for this study was Mr. James Moses of R-P&VE-PT. This report
constitutes Volume I of a two-part final report for the investigation
completed under this contract.
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SUMMARY
Study effort was directed toward the development of engineering methods
And computer programs for predicting convective heat flux and pressures in
free molecular, transition and contihut3m flow regimes, for rocket exhaust
plume impingement problems. The scope of this effort encompassed both
stolid and liquid rocket motors. Noncontinuum plume prediction techniques
were investigated and a method was implemented into the plume flow field
program. Radiant heating from boils gaseous plumes and plumes with solid
particles was treated with existing computer programs.
This study produced and/or improved a set of computer programs and
engineering methods for the prediction of heating rates and forces in jet plume
impinge :rent problems. This set comprises the following;
w Flow field program for plume predictions by real gas method
of characteristics and free molecular theory
• Thermochemical program
• Ge,aeral impingement program
•' Set of programs for solid particle impingement and radiation
• Gaseous radiation program
f	 •-
 This comprehensive group of programs can be used to calculate heating rates
and -forces for a wide variety of plume impingement problems.
r _ ,
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
The flow of exhaust gases from rocket nozzles can cause a variety of
complex design problems.	 Depending on vehicle altitude and the proximity
of a rocket nozzle to adjacent surfaces, many problems can arise if the ex-
haust gases impinge on these surfaces.	 Such problems are especially acute
in quasi-vacuum conditions which cause large billowing plumes.	 During sepa-
ration of vehicle stages, rocket exhaust plume impingement may induce pres-
1 cures and heat rates on the vehicle which must be evaluated. 	 Attitude control
rockets, as well as retrorocket and ullare motors, may cause direct impinge-
ment of exhaue t gases on vehicle structure.
Because of the many problem areas associated with plume impingement,
adequate engineering methods and computer programs are needed to predict
heat flux and pressures in low density plume impingement areas. 	 This study
provided such methods and programs so that these problems can be adequately
analyzed.
' Effort during this study was expended in three primary areas.	 The first
area involved the improvement of techniques for predicting noncontinuum ex-
haust plume flow fields, i.e., the slip flow, transition and free molecular re-
imes.	 The second area was concerned with the development of techniquesues toP	 q
evaluate continuum heating due to plume impingement on bodies immersed in
the flow field.	 The third major area of investigation was concerned with de-
r veloping engineering methods for analyzing convective heating in the noncon
.	 tinuum flow regimes. e
A. relatively minor area of effort was that of obtaining and learning to
'utilize existing programs for the prediction of radiant heating from gaseous
and solid particle plumes. In addition, a cursory study was made of ways to
obtain flight test data from existing Apollo program motors.
J.
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The complexities involved in determining heat flux and pressures, with
resultant forces, on bodies subject to plume impingement; dictate that the ap-
proach to a realistic solution to this problem be divided into several subtasks.
Lockheed/Huntsville therefore categorized the problem areas as follows:
• Flow Field Determination
1
Z
i
• Impingement Analysis
• body location
• pressures and resulting forces
• Convective Beating
• continuum
•	 transitional
• free molecular
• Radiative Heating
The basic output from this study is a set of experimentally verified com-
puter programs for jet plume impingement heating rates and pressure predic-
tions. The scope of this study covers continuum, transition and slip flow, as
well as free molecular flow regimes.
The set of engineering methods and computer programs provided and/or
developed under this study are as follows:
• A real ;gas method of characteristics program
o. A program for determining theramochemical properties
• A general impingement program for the analysis of pressures,forces and heating rates
• A set of programs for the analysis of solid particle impingement
and radiation
• A program for the analysis of gaseous radiation
• A program for the analyses of blunt body (probes) hemisphere
heating rates in highly expanded plumes
F	 2x
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• An engineering method for the analysis of plume im
pingement on a flat; plate large with respect to the
plume
• A specialized mediod for the highly accurate determi-
nation of preasures and heatLIg rates on axisymmetric
bodies whose axis of symmetry  is coincident with the
plume axis of symme try.
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Section 2
TECHNICAL. DISCUSSION
2.1 FLOW FIELD DETERMINATION
To initiate the analysis of any plume impingement problem, the rocket
exhaust flow field must first be completely and accurately described, An ac-
curate prediction of a rocket exhaust plum: involves the treatment ofseveral
scientific disciplines. The salient features of such a calculation are;
0 Description of the thermochemical behavior of the propellant
system
• Prediction of the undisturbed exhaust plume properties via
gas dynamic and thermochemical methods
• Determination of flow regimes (continuum, transitional or
.free molecular) within the plume.
The thermochemical properties determination is made using the NASA.f
Lewis Thermochemical Program (Reference 1) and the flow field is described
by the Lockheed/Huntsville Method -of-Characte,ristics Program (Reference 2).
The determination- of the flow regime is based on an exhaustive literature search
which has been reported by Robertson in Reference 3.
2.2 THERMOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS_
The capability for analyzing reacting gas flows (real gases) is provided
b, y t.hormochemical property data from the NASA/Lewis Thermochemical Pro -
gram. This program has been specially modified to generate a binary tape 7
containing all the pertinent parameters needed for flow field and heat transfe r
analysis including the mole fractions of each constituent. This method reduces
s >;
	
	
much of the tedious time consuming effort normally necessary to prepare-in-
put; for a suigle flow field calculation.
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After thE thermochemical program output has been examined and veri-
fication made that the calculations were successfully completed, the master
tape generator program is ex4cutacl. The raster tape is updated by adding
the newly generated case to information already on the tape. Thus, a library
of thermochemical calculations is accumulated. This library currently con
tains about 144 different propellant systems.
Each system on the tape represents a complete Mollier diagram of the
gas under consideration. Various entropy levels were included in order to
remove the dependency of the thermochemical calculations on combustion
pressure, thereby facilitating the analysis of "off-design" chamber pressure
conditions.
2.3 THE UNDISTURBED FLOW FIELD
The Lockheed/Huntsville Method-of-Characteristics Program is pro-
vided for analysis of exhaust plume flow fields. This program is a flexible,
user-oriented re$earch and engineering tool capable of solving many types of
complex supersonic flow problems. This program has been used extensively,
'	 and has been successfully correlated with a wide variety of test data.
Utilizing the Lockheed Method-of-Characteristics Program, the exhaust
plume for an arbitrary nozzle and exhaust as ideal or reacting) system canP	 y	 y	 g	 g 1 
be analyzed. At finite back pressures the program can generate the plume by
continuum analysis. As the back pressure is lowered, the outer regions of
the plume become progressively more rarefied until eventually the flow becomes
free molecular. The Method-of-Characteristics Program was modified to
t:
allow for the transfer of the calculations from =a continuum analysis to a free
molecularnal	 o	 "f e e II fr t ' the fl
	 f' I a ysxs acr ss a r z	 on zn	 ow ie
u Analytical Predictions of Low Density Plumes: The expansion of an in-
viscid axisymmetric exhaust plume into a vacuum or quasi-vacuum is essentially
t
I.
if
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a Prandtl-Meyer expansion complicated by distending effects as the flow pro-
gresses away from Clio axis of symmetry. Since no analytical s alution to the
equations  of motion exists it is neces sary to resort to numerical techniques.
The method -of-characteristics is a commonly used technique to apply to this
problem and LMSC,/HREC has developed a state-of-the-art  computer solution
to perform the necessary calculations., However, method -of-chara.ct:eristicsr
solutions are not always practical in describing flow fields at high altitudes
where the flow becomes hypersonic. A numerical, problem arises because the
x
characteristic lines make such a small angle (arc sin l/M) with the stream-
lines when the Mach number is high. In the numerical procedure the calcu-
lation will eventually diverge unless the mesh si ze is continually refined.
In light of the problems involved in tho me thod -of -characteris tic solution, 	
stat high Mach numbers, a scheme was devised wherein; the calculations for the
low density plume are continuer) by free molecular theory once the flow has
rt	 become sufficiently rarefied. The method of approach is based on the "freezing"
of the various energy modes of the gas molecules. Since a large number of
intermolecular collisions are necessary to maintain vibrational equilibrium
and because the number of collisions steadily decreases with increasing rare-
t
fication, vibrational equilibrium eventually can no longer be maintained. In t
a similar manner the rotational, and eventually, the translational energy modes
w
also "freeze" and at that time the flow is considered free molecular. The
-'	 calculations are then continued along streamlines (considered straight because
of the source-like nature of the flow at high altitude) with the temperature and
velocity held constant. The density of the flow field in the free molecular re-
gion is allowed to vary inversely as the cross sectional area of the streamtubes
formed by the adjacent streamlines.
`
The method for determining the flow regimes is described in detail in
Reference 3. In order to gain insight into the effects of the various parameters
which determine the "freezing" criteria, an auxiliary study was carried out
using a source flow model. The results of this study are shown in Figure 2-1. t.}
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Utilizing this figure and choosing an arbitrarily large Mach number (i.e., say
Mach 50) one can determine if his particular propellant system can be analyzed
with the techniques developed in this study;
where
Kn = Knudsen number
Po = chamber pressure
To
 = chamber temperature
Y = ratio of specific heats
R = gas constant
Output from the Method -of-Characteristics .Program in the form of
flow fieldarameters at discrete locations is stored on binary tae for usep	 	 p 
with the impingement program which will determine the local pressures and
heating rates.
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Section 3
IMPINOEM.ENT ANALYSIS
After the flow field is adequately described, the next step in the method
of analysis is to locate the impinged body with respect to the flow field. A.
two w fold approach is taken depending on whether the body is large or small
with respect to the ,flow field. For bodies large with respect to the flow field,
Section 4.1.6 describes in detail the analysis procedure. For small bodies
immersed in the plume a general impingement analysis program was developed
which has the following features.
•	 Body geometry may be described by: (a) conic sections;(b) circular plates; or (c) rectangular plates. Any com-
bination of the three basic shapes may be used to make
up a composite body of up to 100 shapes
• Continuum, transitional or free molecular loads and heating
are automatically calculated depending on the flow regime
• A printout of pressures and heating rates for each elemental
area is provided.
A complete description of the impingement program and its use is contained
in another volumd of this final report package, Reference 4.
3.1 BODY LOCATION DETAIL
Before impingement analyses are performed, the rocket exhaust flow
field will have been developed as discussed in Section 2.2. The flow field
reference loca ion, usually the rocket motor nozzle throat, may not always
be convenient to use for the impingement analysis. An axial shift has been
provided as an input quantity so that any axial station can be used as the im-
pingement reference location 4s shown in the following sketch.
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Point on body surface
It can be seen that P  = PE
 + xFE IE .	 (3.1)
It has been assumed that any complex structure to be analyzed may be
described as a composite system of simple "subehapes . 11 These subshapes
will be one of three types
1. Conic surface of revolution (cylinders, spheres, cones, etc.).
4.
2. Circular flat plate (any orientation).
3. Rectangular flat plate (any orientation).
Surface geometry is discussed in more detail later in Section 3.2.
Any point on the composite body may be used as the reference system,
however, for illustrative purposes, the center of gravity of the composite
structure in the sketch below has been chosen as the reference system. One
axis of the right handed system is aligned along the principal axis of the body.
I
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(3.2)
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From the sketch above, we have
REC - 
x EC l^C	 ZEC kE
]^ 6
^.xf
^f
The unit vectors of the composite ( 11 0) system may be constructed as:
k -
 [TEC] k
C	 E
where TEC is a 3 x 3 transfer matrix from the "E'' system to the "C" system.
3.2 DESCRIPTION OF SURFACES
The composite structure, as previously mentioned, will consist of one
or more subshapes of either' the conic, circular plates or rectangular plate
type. (See sketch on following page.)
(3.3)
These subshapes are referenced to the composite axis in a similar
manner to the composite /exit plane transfer; that is, l
J
1
^
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The conic surface shown in the sketch above is represented by the equation,
r _ -a Cb  cXi + d4. + e = 0, XN < Xi < Xb 	(3.5)
where
j
yi vi cos4'
i
Zi = Vi cos
therefore, the vector representation of the point becomes
p. x. i + y. j i + z. k	 (3.6)
-	 12
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x
It will be necessary to transfer any point on a subohape surface to the
composite system in order to sure loads. This may be done as indicated
below;
;i
	 PCRi TicJ + RCi
	
(3.?)
Ultimately, a point on the surface mist be transferred to the tlowfield
or "E" system in order to determine flow properties at the point. This
requires one more step as seen below
PE - [lRil [T,C] + RCiJ ITCH] + REC	 (3.8)
The example presented is for a conic subshape; however,, the circular
and rectangular flat plate surfaces will be handled in a like manner, the only
difference being in the representation of the surface in its own reference
system.
3.3 DETECTION OF SURFACE SHADING
0
R
}
	 The composite structure may be a simple body of revolution or a
complex combination of many subshapes. For either case, a scherne for
detecting surface: shading from the flow must be devised. Loads and heating
for any flow regime require the knowledge of how much of the surface "sees"
the approach flow.- The method used for this study is described as follows.
The 'unit normal is calculated for each elemental area. A scalar product
of the flow velocity (q) and the unit normal (N) is formed:
4
f
I
l
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If T dot N > 0 the elemental area is rr shaded, lt if T dot N < 0 the
elemental area , 'sees" the flow. For a composite structure which is a simple
surface of revolution this test is all that is necessary.
3.4 PRESSURES AND FORCES
A surface pressure integration for each subshlpe of the composite sys-
tem is performed over the specified number of elemental areas. For each of
these elemental areas a tape lookup deter.-mi nes the flow properties at that
point. From the local flow properties and input reference lengths a lc,,-al
Knudsen number is calculated. A branch to a continuum, free molecular, or
transitional pressure loads routine is then made, depending on pre-specified
Knudsen number ranges. The three types of loads calculations are described
in the following sections.
3.4.1 Continuum Flow Pressures
As dii4c.ussed in Section 3.3, a test will already have been performed
to determine if the elemental area "sees" the flow. Also available before
the pressure calculation is made are the local flow properties which are
obtained from the flow field tape. For the high Mach number application,
a Newtonian .flow calculation is made.
The angle 0 between the velocity vector and the surface is calculated,
and a Newtonian impact pressure is determined.
P = P 1 + YM2 sin 28	 (3jq)
°°	 00
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More elaborate techniques for determining impact pressure are needed
if low Mach number gases are involved. For these cases '
 an oblique shock
solution in employed to determine flow properties downstream of the shock.
The normal component of the downstream velocity is stagnated isentropcally,
giving the surface pressure. For ideal gases at M-- P c* this technique will
approach modified Newtonian,
3.4.2 Transitional Flow Regime Pressures
r
When the Knudsen number calculated for an elemental area indicates
that the flow regime is transitional, a weighted average of the continuum
and free-molecular flow values is used. This weighted average is
based on a curve fit of empirical data. The equation used is presented below.
P	 P	 + (F	 P	 ) 9 n2 [(7r) (1 r3 + 1/6 log 1 0 KN)1	 (3,1-0)TRAN	 CONT	 CONT	 J
where;	 PTRAN transitional, impact pressure
PFN	 " free molecular impact pressure
P	 -CONT continuum impact pressure
m 
KN - Knudsen number
The above equation yields a smooth transition from free molecular to
o e e best method presently availablecontinuum flow, and is considered t b the 	 m	 _ p	 y
for estimating :aerodynamic pressure over the entire transitional regime.
r
3.4, 3 Free Molecular Flow Pressures,
Making several assu*ptions as to the nature of the flow around a body,
a straightforward calculation of the pressures on that body, in free molecule
flow may be made, Because of the length of the derivation, step-by-step
presentation will not be made here, but only a summary that includes the
assumptions made, a brief description of the method of solution, and the
final results. If a detailed derivation is reaired, refer to Sentman (Refer
ence_5) and, for a less detailed description, Patterson (Reference 6)
}	 15
I
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iThe following assumptions were made n the force equation derivation:
• The molecular velocity distribution ahead of the 'body
is Maxwellian
• Diff+xse reflection of the molecules from the 'body
• Non-concave surfaces
Making	 'hove assumption and, of course, the free molecule
assumption that the molecules do not colli-de with each other, then the
pressure on an element of area can be computed. This is done by
computing the pressure produced by the incident and reflected molecules
using the kinetic theory of gases and then adding them together, The
resulting equation is:
I
	
aF	 p	 l	 2 -Y2 s2
I
	
dA	 ^ ^ (k E +xY+07)IYS Vff ( l + e rfYS) +se
fCiT
	 - Y  S2(l + erfYS) + 	 Y5 ( 1 + erfYS) + e	 (3.11)
[IJwhere
1/2RTi (dimensions of sect/ft2)
R gas constant
T.
	
incident molecular tempe -rature1f	 Tr	 = reflected molecular temperature
k S	 = molecular speed ratio
erfYS the error function of Y5
k, 1, It	 direction cosines between the local x, y and z
axes and the desired force direction (x, y and z
represent a natural coordinate system with y
normal to the surface)'
	
, Y, y	 direction cosines between the local x, y and z
axes and the velocity vector.
,
This equation is considered exact within the physical assumption of
kinetic theory, free molecule flow, diffuse -molecular re-emission, and
non-concave_ surfaces
LMSC/HREC A791230
I'or the three methods of determining pressures previously described,
(co.-v.Anuum, transitional and free molecule) the final result is a surface or
^. impact pressure. This surface pressure will vary from one elemental areaP P	 P	 Y
i
to another and 'is integrated by finite difference methods over the entire
body surface. This integration yields a distributed force which is su2rnmed
over each subshape to give a total force and moment about the composite
structure center of gravity.
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NOMENCLATURE FOR SECTION 3
matrix to transform from individual to composite
coordinate f-ystems
force per unit area
elemental area size
angle of integration around conic shape
scale factor used to determine whether an element
is shaded or not
1/2RTi
 (dimensions of sec2/ft2)
molecular density
angles between the xi axis and the xi , y  and z  axes,respectively
h;M 	
TIC
dF/dA
dA
(P
P
ai' flip yi
angles between the yi axis and the xc , yc and zc axes,
respectively
if y,r]	 direction cosines between Che local x, y and z axes
and the mass velocity vector
REC
	position vector from "E" to " C !! reference frame {w
TEC transfer matrix from " E ll to "C" reference frame	 x
QFE	 velocity of flow measure in "E" referencerame
'^'RE	 relative velocity of flow measure in "E" frame
REC	 velocity
 
of composite structure measure in "E" reference
frame
	 i
-I
IC
JC	 unit vectors of "C" frame measure in " Ell reference
KC	 frame
RCI	 position vector from 1 i C" reference frame to "I" th subshapes
R,I	 position, vector from' "I"th
 subshape to elemental areas
18
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Section 4
CONVECTIVE HEATING
4.1	 CONTINUUM CONVECTIVE HEATING
4.1.1 Computer Program Development
'rhe convective heating methods chosen for the low density plume im-
pingement can be divided basically into the three following cases which will
be analyzed by three distinct computer programs;
G
• Small plume large surface
• Large plume — small body
• Master program — streamline divergence.
The first group of heat transfer problems include the effects of rela-
tively small exhaust plumes impinging on large surfaces, such as during re tro
motor plume and staging interactions. In these cases, hypersonic assume
Lions cannot be applied to the calculation of the local flow properties over the
large surfaces being analyzed; other methods must be used to obtain realistic
heating rates to these surfaces. Lockheed/I4untsville has concluded a series
of investigations using a modified 'methad-of-characteristics program in con-
junction with a normal shock computer program. These investigations provide
a good analytic description of the flow field described above. This technique
gives good data correlation for large surfaces parallel to the centerline of the
exhaust plume.
	
1
The second grouping of convective heat transfer problems are those as-
sociated with relatively small bodies immersed in a large exhaust plume flow
field. In these cases, a uniform approach flow may be assumed and rather
M
19
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conventional means may be used to obtain heat transfer over these bodies.
In this respect, a blunt-body program capability has been included in the low
density plume impingement study. This program was used to correlate test
data, and was modified for use in the low density plume real gas environment.
The final area of heat transfer problems were analyzed through use of
the general impingement program in which the following heat transfer methods	 f
were programmed. T1 a "streamline divergence" method will provide heating a
rates along streamlines as calculated over shapes immersed in a rocket exhaust
plume. This method is the more general of the three separate methods de-
scribed here and enables the analysis of a variety of plume body sizes. The
most windward streamline heating rate calculation procedure has been checked
,.I
out and is providing data for a variety of cases under investigation at Lockheed.	 if
Although not originally proposed, a method of tracing the different streamlines
I
off the windward streamline has been programmed for providing more realistic
heating rate distributions over the bodies. Besides the off-windward stream-
line calculation procedures., areal. gas transport property subroutine is in z
eluded in the main program. Also, an option fcr calculating the local flow
	
r
properties at Newtonian pressures on the immersed bodies have been included
	
r.
_	 in the main program.
3
4.1.2 General Impingement Program Streamline Divergence
I	 4
Since it is mandatory that the beat transfer prediction method be' able
to handle flat plates, spheres, cones ; cylinders and cluster bodies in any
arbitrary position and relative size in the exhaust. plume, it is necessary to
use a method which does not rely on a uniform flow field or constant proper-
ties of the flow medium. Lockheed/Huntsville has applied the Streamline
Divergence Method of Va.glio-Lauren (References 7 and 8) to determine the
impingement convective heating rates in the low density continuum regime
by tracing streamlines over the body; and a simplified procedure, involving
the local-to-windward streamline heating rate ratio, is used to determine the
convective heating rates in the areas of separated flow.
20	 ;,
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The basic idea of the Streamline Divergence Method is relatively straight-
forward, and is a natural continuation' of the zero angle-of-attack axisymmetric/
flat plate transformation. As is known, axis ymxxetric bodies at zero degrees
angle of attack have been analyzed successfully by two-dimensional methods
with the .introduction of various characteristic length transformations. In these
transformations, the local normal radius of curvature of the body is the major
contributing factor to the 'stretched" characteristic length of the heating equa-
tions. This arises from the momentum change in the boundary layer as it
moves around the axisymmetrc body. When the axisymmetric body at an angle
of attack is considered, the momentum change is no longer due only to a spreading
effect, but also to cross flow effects. When the pressure distributions are known,
these effects may be determined and the corresponding "stretching" parameter
may then be calculated along the streamline as it passes over the body under
consideration. The following paragraphs provide a description of the method.
The Streamline Divergence Method must provide a "new" characteristic
length, which will modify he familiar zero pressure gradient flat lateY	 P	 g	 (	 plate)
heat rate equations into relationships which will handle flows with both cir-
cumferential and longitudinal pressure gradients. The method starts with
the following equations for flat plate heating rates:
l
qfp	 333(pr µ r ) 1/2 (Haw - Hw	 (LXL) Pt -2 ^
3/2 
(laminar)	 (4.1)
 Lam 
4/5
qfp Turb _= 0296 Pr _ 
2/3 (Haw - HW) VLprArr^4	 1	 (turbulent) (4.2)
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These are the Blausius incompressible solutions modified for compressible
flow by the introduction of reference condition fluid properties.
This approach also has been used to derive a relationship which predicts
slip flow heating rates along the streamlines. The work of Reference 9 was
extended to give the following relationship,
Y	
2.0X
ML Lq	 ^_.13816	
TW)'/z 	
w	
_„_ ^,(4.3)
	
fpslip	 plarr JgT
	
Nr	 x
AA
where
^tw,r = wall and reference condition viscosity
u
if
Tw, Tr = wall and reference condition temperature
Mr
 = reference condition Mach number
freestream isentropic exponent
y
J g = energy conversion term.
r
Considering only axisymmetric flows, for the moment, with pressure
gradients, it has been shown that a transformation of the characteristic length,
	 3,
in which the momentum equation contains contributions from pressure gradients,
may be written as	 {
R
	
XLam °	 1	 2	 P µ V r2 di (laminar))	 (4.4Prµ r VLr-
0
e
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A
X	 1
pr µ r L '	
p µ V r5/4 (turbulent)	 (4.5)Tur	 V r5 4	 r r L
0
where " r is the local radial coordinate along a streamline of the body, and I
is the length along that streamline. A zero momentum change across the
streamline is assumed and thinning of the boundary layer, due to continuity
considerations over the expanding surface area, is considered.
Considering the control volume element shown in Figure 4.1 (in which
constant mass flow is assumed), heat transfer is influenced by among other
things, the thickness of the boundary layer.
^- New streamline
direction
r
Original
streamline
direction
rr
d r	 SZZ21
dN^If
Body
'.^yN	 surface
Crossflow causing
change in streamline
direction
r.
(1	 1
Ve
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This boundary layer is thinned by two effects, other than fluid density
changes, as the flow expands about the surface. The first and most easily
analyzed is boundary layer thinning clue to changing of the surface area which
the control volume of fluid must cover. This change in surface area is
attributed to the radius of curvature (R) of the local streamline which for
axisymmetric bodies at zero angle of attack lies in the plane containing the
streamline (Figure 4.2)
I
• Streamline No. x
r, R and X in same
plane
Figure 4.2 Geometry of Streamline No. 1 for Axisymmetric Flow
i
However, when a spanwise pressure gradient is present, i, e., body at
angle of attack, a second thinning effect, that due to the component of crost flow,
f
also exists. The effect of surface area undergoing change and the spanwise
pressure gra dents can be combined by making a transform to a pseudo-
axisymmetrc . surface which would have the corresponding.
 local flow conditions.
This transformation coordinate, e, may be derived from the following differ-
ential equation
1 8e	 1 Or 	 1 e VN	 4.6e 8Q	 r 81 VN 8Q
where V  is the local cross flow velocity component. The first
.
 term on the
right-hand side of Equation (4.6), _r 8
1 8r
.,Q is a change in a due to the curvature
24
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a V
of the body 's surface. The second term, VI ^ is a change in a along
N
the streamline as the pressure gradient; about the body Changed, i.e., spanwise
flow. By integrating Equation ,(4.6), e may ba determined for applicaUion to
the heating rate equation transformed variable. Thus, thecharacteristic
lengths XLam and XTur can now be calculated asf
XLam_	
1	 2	 pr µ r V L e 2 di (laminar) 	(4.7)
Prµr VLe
0
I
X 'rur
	
	
1 5 r	 Pr JA r V e 5/4 di (turbulent)	 (4.8)Prµ r VLe
0
Because these characteristic lengths are eval ulated by integrating the changing
parameters pr µ'r V L and a along the streamline, digital computer numerical
techniques are most appropriate for evaluating the heating rates to a body by
the Streamline Divergence Method. Using the local flow properties obtained
f.from the Method of Characteristics Plume Program, the heating rate Equations
(4, l) and (4.2) can' be readily solved for points on the body streamline.
The streamlines are traced ring -by-ring over the body by assurning
that they curve due to spanwise pressure gradients. The velocity component
perpendicular to each streamline which arises as the streamlines move away
from the stagnation point are vectorially added to the streamline at each ring.
The accuracy of this method depends on the selection of subshape sizes when
the initial problem is input to the computer.
Once the streamline has been analyzed, the streamline lengths and local 	 '`+
pressure gradients are used to evaluate the characteristic length transforms
as described above. Figure 4-3 shows a schematic of a body with subrings
and streamlines distributed over the body. The local heating rates ( laminar,
turbulent and slip flow/transitional)' are then printed out in the main program
at equal increments around each ring.
1
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A transition Reynolds number based on momentum thickness is also
output, so that the user can select the appropriate heating raise calculation
i. e., turbulent or laminar.
4,1.3 Transition Criteria
Since the method evolved from this study includes analyses of both lami-
nar and turbulent flow, a method of determining transition from one flow re-
gime to another is required. Recent data correlations of the transition phe-
nomena on various hypersonic vehicles show that a reasonable data reduction
is possible if the parameters of local Mach number and local momentum thick-
ness Reynolds numbers are incorporated into the analysis. These parameters
are calculated for each step of the analysis of turbulent and laminar heating
rate equations as described previously. This becomes merely the step of
evaluating the following equation which is derived for pressure gradient flow
fields about surfaces with changing curvature (Reference 10).
1l /2
0664
fn
p L µ L V L e 2 di
R ed- _ 	 µ L 
e	 - --	 (4.9)
As this parameter is determined, it is compared against a predetermined
value for the transition occurrence and the nature of the flow will be evident,
i, e., either laminar or turbulent. The generally accepted value at transition
is Ree 250. Experimental data for blunted bodies are shown on Figure 4-4
as a function of Mach number and body diameter Reynolds number.
4.1.4 Separation Point Heating
Heat transfer rates in the separated flow regions are predic.tod using
a data correlation approach. Experimental data such as that taken on the
HL-10 and M2 vehicles, as well as from, published reports have been cor-
related and empirical formulas developed and included  in the computer pro-
gram. The equation for heat transfer has the form,
27	 f;
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^S,	 m
.	 ,^	 1	 _ i rior to separation
gL gprior +o separation '° -A :	 XS	 } I	 (4.10)  M	 iIprior to separation
where
f	 - geometric shortest distance to local separation point
L1$	 difference between local flow angle and angle of surface	 R
m	 = 1/2 for laminas flow prior to separation
1/5  for turbulent flow prior to separation
XS.	 integrated characteristic length
The local deflection angle of the section under consideration is a primary
factor when considering separated flow, while the characteristic length based
k•,
on the distance from the separation point, has secondary influence. Sufficient
experimental data have been obtained to generate (Equation 4.10), for body
configurations with separated flow orientations and various flow media. These
data are presented in Figure 4-5.
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where
T
	
1.8	 H	 1.15Pr	 LwNu _	 1.0 _	 w
Re Prw	 Z'W	 H
and
P = Prandtl numberr
P =	 viscosity of gas
T' = temperature of gas
Re = Reynolds number
H = enthalpy of gas
Nu	 -= Nus se It number
P = density of gas
w = evaluated at wall conditions
i
(4.12) '
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4.1.5 Stagnation Point Heating
The heating rates predicIted by using the Streamline Divergence Method
are not valid for the stagnation point and a small region around the stagnation
point. For instance, for a hemisphere this region is usually considered to be
+150
 from the stagnation axis. To obtain heating rates at the stagnation point,
the following equation, taken from Reference '
 l 1, is used.
Nu	 1 H - H ) d V
asp	 Re pL ^'L	 (Pr	 aw	 w	 ds (4.11)
This equation has been empirically derived for arbitrary high enthalpy gas
mixtures and has been shown to give excellent results,as shown in Figure 4.6.
The realas transport properties are generated b the Tran sport Prop-g	 p	  p
	 g^	 Y	 P	 P	 ^
erty Program. A heating rate distribution away from the stagnation point such
as Lees (Reference 12) is used in conjunction with the stagnation heating rate
	 Ig	 g
to predict heat transfer rates in the region around the stagnation point. Equa-
tion (4. 11) requires a velocity gradient at the stagnation point, d,V/ds, which is
determined from pressure distributions from either test data or modified
Newtonian theory for the various bodies.
a	
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4.1.6 Small Plume — Large Surface
For the special case of an exhaust plume impinging on a flat plate which
is large with respect to the plume and position such that it is parallel to or
angles away from the axis of symmetry of i;ize rocket nozzle, Lockheed/Huntsville
has a method of solution which uses the method of characteristics computer
program to predict the impingement flaw field.
R
.4 C
0.00
	 0&
Plato Boundaryi
	
•"i	 Position of	 '^a
Physical Shock
Wave
h
0
a;.'
	
Strong Shock Region	 Weak Shock Region
X
T	
Plume Axis of Symmetry
Figure 4-7 — Description of Flat Plate Impingement Problem (Not to Scale)	 l
The first step in this analysis is to run an axisymametric method of character-
1
istics description of the nozzle and plume flow field without the pro.sence of
the solid boundary (surface). The boundary is then superposed on the plume
flow field as shown in Figure 4-7. Looking at each leftrunning characteristic
x
line as it intersects the boundary, a decision can be made whether the flow at
that point could turn through an oblique shock and still remain supersonic.
The point on the boundary closest to the nozzle exist plane which can meet this
^	 I
condition becomes the "turning point' and the left running characteristic line
}
I'l'r
9
Ii
it
rP
I
pz,ssing through this point on the boundary becomes the start line to restart
the impingement flow field. ,A weak oblique attached shock wave is artificially
started at the turning point and is completely x-napped out in the impingement-
flow field. The region on the upstream side of the start line is known as the
strong shock region since the flow must pass through a strong shock and be-
come subsonic to turn parallel to the wall.. This region is difficult to analyze
completely since some of the flow is reversed, but, in general, the region is
small in comparison to the supersonic flow field over most of the flat plate,
To find pressures in the strong shock region, Lockheed/Huntsville has an inter-
polation schem-P (Reference 13) which uses the difference between the boundary
and flow angle at each point as the turning angle required, (and then finds the
shock angle between a normal shock and the shock for Mach 1.0 flow down-
stream), to turn the flow. -The pressure on the other side of this shock is
used as the pressure on the wall in this region. The pressures along the
boundary in the weak shock region where the flow remains supersonic behind
the shock are those pressures predicted by the method of characteristics
solution at the wall.
To obtain heat transfer rates, the Lockheed/Huntsville Real Gas Bound-
ary Layer Program (Reference 14) is used to calculate the growth of a boundary
layer along the wall in the weak shock region beginning at the turning point.
1The program uses the local flow properties at the wall predicted by the method
r
of characteristics as boundary layer edge conditions. In addition, accurate
transport properties of the gas in the boundary layer at any temperature and
_	 3pressure are found using the Transport Property Program, The results of
the Transport Property Program, which is run for each propellant, are out-
put on cards and become input for the Boundary Layer Program. Heat trans-
fer predictions in the strong shock region have not been finalized and will need
more development. The method used is a modification of the Fay and Riddell s
stagnation heating rate equation. The shock structure in the strong shock region
i
approaches that of z, normal shock and although the flow does not really stagnate,	 1
a
the velocity is low.
F
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4.1.7 Transport Properties
To perform heat transfer studies involving gas mixtures, the viscosity,
conductivity and heat capacity of the gas mixture as a function of temperature
must be known. The method that is utilized for obtaining these properties
for multi-component real gas mixtures is presented in the following para-
graphs.
The theoretical method used for calculating viscosity and conductivity
is based on the Lennard-Jones potential model, discussed in References 15
and 16. The Lennard-Jones method was selected because it has been
buccessfully applied in practice (References 15 and 16). it is one of the most
realistic models available, and the intermolecular force constants, which
are used in the equations, can be estimated from physical properties when
experimental data is not available. Many of these intermolecular force
constants have been measured or estimated for about 200 gas species and
are tabulated in Reference 15. The force constants are then used in the
.formulation of Hirschfelder (Reference 15) to obtain the viscosity and thermal
conductivity of the individual gas species. The viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity of gas mixtures is then calculated, using the method outlined in
Reference 17.
A detailed knowledge of the chemical species and their concentrations
present must be known in order to obtain accurate results. The chemical
species and concentrations can be I 'spe.6 fied" at some appropriate position
in the flow field and the composition assumed to be frozen thereafter or
they can be specified as a function of time' or position in the flow field to
simulate the quasi-equilibrium method.
Since the combination equations do not account for any chemical re-
actions occurring during recombination, it can be expected that the mixture
+..._.	
._.':`_ _
	 .-,.r_, _.<....,.._..: 	 .^	 -.:.i cat-_ ---__
	
`,. -^:	 ...,a.	 __ ....:.	 -	 a..... .:.^_.	 _.^. _.. .	
_ _	 _ - _	
_	
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transport properties will have a lower value using this method than for the,
method where the chemical reactions upon recombining are not ignored.
I.Iowever, Butler and Brokaw (Reference 18), show that the ratio of thermal
conductivity to heat capacity for reacting gas mixtures is about equal to the
same ratio for non-reacting gas mixtures. Since most convective heat trans-
fer equations use this ratio form, the differences due to neglecting the re-
combination reactions are small.
Viscosity: The coefficient of viscosity for a pure gas can be obtained
for any degree of approximation. To a first approximation, the viscosity of
a pure gas is given by the following relationship.
2, 6693 x 10-6 EffTk
1! =
	
^-
a Q (2 ' 2)>F T* (4.13)
Values for the intermolecular force constant o and T*, along with molecu-
lar weights, are tabulated for about 200 gas species in Reference 15). The
reduced collision integral is a function of the reduced temperature^S2(2'2)^^ 
(T *) and is tabulated for a large range of T* in Reference 15, The reduced
collision integral represents an averaging of the collision cross section
over all orientations and the relative kinetic energies of collision molecules.
Thermal Conductivity; The thermal conductivity of polyatomic gases
	
ti Ir	 ^
is calculated by the equation (Reference 15) stated below.
	
C	 JRn 15	 5
	
M 4 + f i,nt R
	
(4.14)
r	 ^{
The first term in the brackets represents the translational thermal conduc-
tivity and the second term the contribution of the internal degrees of freedom
to the conductivity. The assumptions inherent in the above equation are that
(1) the internal energy of the molecule is independent of the molecular velocity,
35
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and (2) the exchange of internal and translational energy is sufficiently rapid,
such that at each point, the distribution of molecules among the internal energy
states is the molecule equilibrium distribution characteristic of the local tem-
perature. The value of f. for ,fo , the Lennard-Jones potential over a large tem-
perature range is approximately 1.32. This is the value for fine that is used
in the program.
Thermal conductivity calculated using Equation (4.14) above, is in error
at temperatures below 5000K, therefore, experimentally obtained thermal con-
ductivities should be used in preference to the calculated values at low tempera-
tures. The effect of ionization is neglected in Equation (4.14), so care should
be exercised when ionization of the gas mixture is expected to occur.
Specific Heat: The specific heat of the pure gas species is calculated
from polynomial curve-fit coefficients derived from experimental data. The
specific heat expressed in the polynomial form is
C = R(a l + a 2 T + a3,r2 + a4 T 3 + a5 T4 )	 (4.15)p
i
where a l , a2 , a31 a4 and a. 5
 are the polynomial curve-fit coefficients.
To minimize the errors which result from representing the specific
,i
heat by a polynomial function, the five coefficients were calculated in Ref-
erence 15 for two temperature intervals. The polynomial curve-fit coeffi-
cients are tabulated in Reference 15 for 223 gas species.
Weighted Property Averaging: The preceding discussion describes the
	
i
procedure for obtaining the values of viscosity,. thermal conductivity and specific
heat for the individual gas species of the real gas mixture under analysis.
weighted averaging method is used in the program to obtain the final transport
t
properties of the gas mixture.
	
E
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The viscosity, conductivity and specific beat of the gas mixture are
calculated by the method of Wilke and Johnson. The equations of Wilke and
Johnson are:
"g
F	 11 + MF MF ^ + (MF MF) (1) + ... + MF M2	 1 12	 3	 1 13	 n	 1	 ln.
Fg2
+--	 -----1 + (M F 1 M F2 
`1'21 + (M F 3 ?.)11'23 + .. +(Mr,,/Mr.
Fgm
+ 1 + (M F IMF )	 + (M F IMF )(1'	 + ... + (M F M F )14)(4.16)
a	 1	 m m1	 2	 m m2	 n m mn
In this equation, Fg1, FgZ t ... P Fgm are the pure gas properties of species
it 2 1 0 a , m , and 4'mn may be evaluated by Equation (4.17), where n .is also
the gas species 1, 2, ... , n
11 + (Fg ^Fg ) 1/2 (M F /M F )1/4
2
1,	 m	 n	 n	 xn	 J
`Pmn . -	 MF - MF	 1 2 _
	
2y`	
n	 m
M Fn
(4.17)
The molecular weight of the gas mixture is calculated by the equation;
Mwt =
i = xxa
M F  Mwt. (4.18)
In the present program, the specific heat coefficients and the force
coefficients for CO 2 , H2 , H2O, H, OH, CO, N2102 are prepared for the data
tables in the property subroutine. Additional data may be prepared as needed
by referring to Reference 19 for these coefficients.
x	
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4.2 NONCONTINUUM CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
A body of arbitrary size immersed in a high-altitude rocket exhaust
plume may experience convective heating in one or all of the low density flow
regimes, depending on the body's postion in the exhaust plume and its re-
lative size compared to that of the plume. The ability to analyze the flow
conditions over a body of arbitrary size and shape is contained within the
continuum Streamline Divergence Technique. To predict heating rates along
streamlines on the body, the Streamline Divergence Technique needs both
a method to determine the stagnation heat transfer value and a flat plate
boundary layer equation which is then modii'ied with an integrated character-
istic length. It is assumed in the present low density, or noncontinuum heat
transfer theory, that the basic framework of the Streamline Divergence Tech-
nique is still applicable for the overall heat transfer analysis if the stagnation
point heat transfer theory and the flat plate boundary layer equation are cor-
rectly formulated for the low density environment.
4.2.1 Stagnation Region Heat Transfer Theory
Directly analogous with continuum beat transfer theory, the most severe
heating rates will occur at the point where the low density flow stagnates on the
body. Hence, considerable emphasis was placed on generating an accurate de-
scription of the low density stagnation region heat transfer problem. The low
density blunt body solution chosen to describe this problem is due to H. K. Cheng,
References 20 and 21. Cheng's stagnation region solution, based on the thin
shock layer concept, is valid in the range from continuum flow to full transition
flow, which includes the vor tic ity -inter action regime, the viscous shock layer
regime, the incipient-merged-layer regime, and the fully merged layer regime
as defined by Probstein, Reference 22.
The blunt body flow field, under the assumption of a uniform hypersonic'
low densityapproach flow, has been divided into two regions (1) a shock
transition zone which contains all the effects of the shock wave; and (2) a viscous
38
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shock layer (see Figure A-1 in „Appendix A). It is assumed that these two
layers are thin with respect; to the local nose radius and that gradients in the
direction normal to the body surface are large in comparison to gradients
along the body. The Navier-Stokes equations, with the above two assumptions,
are applied to both the shock transition zone and the viscous shock layer.
In the shock transition zone, the result of this application is a set ofr
s	 equations, denoted as modified Rankine -Hugoniot relations, which determine
the value of flow properties on the downstream side of the shock wave. With
the proper, order of magnitude considerations consistent with the thin shock
layer concept, the Navier-Stokes equations yield
(a)	 P2 v2
 = P l v 1 (mass conservation)
(b).	 p2 = PI 
vl2 (normal momentum conservation)
a	 (4.19)
(c) Plvl (u 2 - u l ) _ (µu y)2 (tangential momentum conservation)
z
(d) Pl V l ( 2 - HI) = Pr	 ± (Pr - 1) 2	 (energyy 2	 conservation)
where
x :	 p = density
v velocity component normal to shock wave (y-direction)
LMSC/HREC A7912:#
_ freestream value
)2 = value at shock interface
partial derivative , ,%tit;h respect to y
y
{
)It can be seen that the modification of the usual Rani ine -Hugoniot relations t
employed in gas dynamics is due to the presence of viscous effects in a, low
1l
density shat:-k wave.
	 Equations (4.19c) and (4.19d) show that tangential momentum
k4
and total enthalpy are no longer conserved across the shock wave because of K
4 viscous fors: es.	 The relationships in Equation (4.19) define the boundary condi-
tions which the viscous shock layer equation is must satisfy at the shock inter-
face (see Figure A -1 in Appendix A ). t#I
a _ An analogous treatment of the Navier-Stokes equations in the viscous
shock layer results in a set of partial differential equations which are valid
in the entire shock layer around the blunt body.
	 These equations are given by, 4
a	 a(a)	 (P. u Z)
	 +8x	 Y (Pv Z) = Q	 (conservation of mass)
'^
(b)	 + Kc P u2	 0	 (conservation of normal component of
momentum) }
sk
_
I
(4.20)(c)	 +	 P (u	 a	 +	 v ^) u	 a	 (fir au; f aX	 ay	 ay	 ay
(conservation of tangential component of momentum)
<<<
2
d	 u —
	 °—^ )	 =	 a	 u	 °^	 H+(Pr	 1) uO	 p ( ax + "	 H	 ey	 Zay	 dy	 Pr
(conservation of energy)
where p
P = density
P = viscosity
r
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p = static pressure
Pr Prandtl number
	
Ix	 Z = coordinate defining shape of axisyrnmetric body
K = local curvature
	
w	 cv = velocity component normal to body (y-direction)
	
I'	 u velocity component tangential to body (x-direction)
These equations are extremely difficult to solve in their present form; How-
ever, the solution required for the low density heat transfer theory is only
that in tie stagnation region, which affords some simplification to the task of
solving the above equations. The method of solution, covered in greater de-
tail in Appendix A, will be briefly described below.
The initial step is to transform the equations into von Mises coordinates
(s,;P) or streamline coordinates which means that the continuity equation is
identically satisfied by the definition of a compressible stream function, i(x, y).
The three remaining equations and their boundary conditions are again trans-
formed into normalized or "stretched” coordinates X and ^ where
A = h(s)
A
The equations are still partial differential equations in terms of A and
These :equations may be simplified i-`,_ the stagnation region by selecting 'A
as the independent variable wid then setting up a coordinate 'perturbation
problem. Thus, the solution is perturbed about X=0, or the stagnation stream I
Une. All of the flow variables are expanded in a-geometric series in	 e. g.
IJ
u=u^+ Aul +X2 u2+.
a
i
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By substituting these series expansions into the equations and equating like
powers of' X, the partial differential equations for the various orders of the
variables (u O, U l f etc.) become ordinary linear differential equations in the
remaining independent variable'.
At this point, the low density flow regimes between continuum flow and
transition flow are divided into two regions, denoted Regime I and Regime II,
based on the order of magnitude of two important parameters
E = (y- 1)/2 7
2	 pooUc,a
	 T* NoK _ E ---
'u o	 ,r
where
Y = ratio of freestream specific heats
p
40 
freestream density
U^ = freestream velocity
_ 
= viscosity
T = static temperature
I
a -= local nose radius
0 evaluated at freestream stagnation conditions
( ) = evaluated at reference temperature,
The parameter E is a measure of the compression across the shock wave and
K is essentially a low density Reynolds number. The method of solution of
the-resultant perturbation equations is different for Regimes I and II, where
2
.these regimes are defined by the magnitude of the product of E and K
n
r
4
x
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Regime I ;	 0(l)  < E K2 < o0
Regime II:	 O W < E K2 < O ( )
The solution to the equations in Regime I, which includes the vortieity
interaction regime and part of the viscous--layer regime, is based on a local
similarity solution familiar in boundary layer theory. The equations are
transformed into the variables f and il, where i is the integrated normal
coordinate and f is a fund tinn whose first derivative with respect to 'n is
proportional to the shock layer velocity. The equations become,
^Z	 Tw	 Twf ^- if - 1/2. f	
-1 12 - To
	
1 - 70 0-i
0^ ^ + Pr f 0' = 0
where
0 = enthalpy function = (H - Hw)//Oi l
 
n Hw)
H total enthalpy
Pr = Prandtl number
( )	 differentiation with respect to
( ) _ freestream stagnation conditions
o
w body surface conditions
s6^^ . = function representing the tangential pressure gradient 	 ii
These two coupled ordinary differential equations with the appropriate boundary i
conditions were solved with a numerical integration scheme. The iteration tech-,
nique used in the numerical inte gratiou p ,
 a,x,':;Aes extremely rapid convergence.
x
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The solution to the perturbation equations in Regime II, which includes
part of the viscous layer regime, the incipient merged layer regime and the
,fully merged layer regime, is based on an analytical. technique. Since the
equations are linear, the principle of superposition can be used as a means
of artificially uncoupling the momentum and energy equations. The flow
variables are expanded in an order of magnitude series, e. g.,
u = u11 + u22 + u33 + . . .
where it is assumed that u22 is an order of magnitude smaller than uill
etc. Substituting a, series of this type for each variable into the equations
and evaluating terms based on their magnitude results in a set of equations
for each of several orders of magnitude. The first order set, involving
( ) l 1, contains two uncoupled ordinary differential equations which are
fairly easy to solve. Then, this result is used to solve the next ordered set
involving( ) , ( ) and ( ) x ( )	 for the ( )	 variables. Each
11	 22	 11	 22	 22
set is progressively more difficult to solve, but in the limit, the combined
solution will be asymptotically close to the exact solution. For the present
problem, sufficient accuracy was achieved by determining the ( ) 2^ solution.
Some sample results from both Regime I and Regime II are shown. in
Figur o,,z 4-8, 4-9 and 4-10. Figure 4-8 shows how the velocity profile in the
stagnation region shock layer varies as a function of the low density Reynolds
number, K2 . Figure 4-9 shows how the enthalpy function profile in the stag-
nation region varies with K2 for the same conditions as Figure 4-8., The pro-
files of both these quantities demonstrate the fact that as the freestream den-
sity decreases from a value close to continuum flow, the shock standoff distance
becomes smaller and, at the same time, the shock 'layer flow field is dominated
by viscous effects. Predictions of heat transfer coefficient in the stagnation
region shock layer are compared with experimental data in Figure 4-10. This
plot includes results from both methods of solution, Regime I and Regime II,
as well as a comparison ^o the numerical solution of the full partial` differential
equations carried out by Cheng. However, the present results need only three
^i
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seconds of Univac 1107 computing time per point as opposed to a lengthy
numerical iteration procedure for the full shock layer equations. It can be
seen that the present methods of obtaining low density stagnation region heat
transfer rates are accurate and reliable. In addition, the objective of holding
computation time to an absolute minimum was realized.
0.
4.2.2 Low Density Flat Plate Boundary Layer Solution
To fulfill the requirement of the Streamline Divergence Technique for
a flat plate boundary layer equation, it was decided to employ the solution
originated by Maslen, Reference 10. Maslen's low density boundary layer
solution, 'predicts a correction term to the ordi^iary laminar boundary layer
solution which accounts for the effects of a slip velocity and temperature
jump at the surface.
The technique used to solve the laminar boundary layer equations in-
cluding the low density effects is basically a parameter perturbation method,
where the parameter involved is proportional to the Knudsen number. The
laminar boundary layer equations are perturbed about their continuum value
by expanding the flow variables in a geometric series in terms of EX,
Mel
Ex	
Rex
where
Me = Mach number at edge of boundary layer
LMSC/HREC A791230
Hence, the series for each variable becomes,
u u o + Ex u 1 + e x 2 u2 + 0 . .
T = To + Ex T 1 + ex  T2 + . . . , etc.
When these expansions are substituted into the conventional laminar boundary
layer equations and the coefficients of the various powers of Ex are equated
to zero, a set of boundary layer equations results for each order of the ex-
panded variable. Obviously, the set of equations governing the ( % order
is simply the standard laminar boundary layer equations. These were solved
by use of a similarity solution. The set of equations governing the 1
variables is very similar in nature to the ( ) 0
 set, but the boundary condi-
tions are significantly different due to the rarefied effects. After some rna,-
nipu?ation, Maslen is able to solve this set for the( ),variables. The
higher order solutions are considered to have a negligible influence on the
overall solution. The combined solution, involving ( ) 0 and ( ) 1 variables,, i
has a forrn such that ( ) l variables make a correction to the ( ) order
solution for non-negligible values of the parameter Ex, or hence, the Knudsen
number. In terms of the Nusselt number, the solution is
NuX	 NuX .	 _Nux
_	 + E	 3
Re'	 Rex	 x Rex
continuum	 1
x
Nu
where	 x	 is given by an algebraic expression involving on1iR, continuum
Re 
x 1
flow parameters. Hence, the full low density solution can be determined with
knowledge of only the ( )o order or continuum solution.
4•
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Employing the theory and asumptions used in the continw= laminar
boundary layer part of the Streamline Divergence Technique, the following
low density flat plate boundary layer expression was derived for heat trans-
fer rate to the surface:
_ 0.332
	
(µ,' Hw) (P /a'^) 1 /2, C e ) 1/2
_	 P	 x1
2
0.13816
	 YT w  JU w	 Me u  2
J .
 8	 T	 N	 xl
where
IL p = density E
P = viscosity
H _ total enthalpy
p([t{ ;
L
u - velocity
y^
d
X
tR
f
T = temperature
3L
=	 i
` M = Mach number
fir. V = ratio of specific heats 	 r
x l = integrated characteristic length
w Pr - Prandtl number
=g	 y	 y
_ 	 t
ed ge of boundary layer condi tions
e
)w =, evaluate6 at surface temperature
evaluated at reference temperature-
r
haw evaluated at adiabatic wall conditions
f
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f.
3 = mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lbB to
g 32.2 ft
lbf -sec t
This equation was incorpurated into the Streamline Divergence Technique for
use in the general impingement program.
4.3	 FREE MOLECULAR HEATING
When the density of a gas decreases beyond a point where the mean
free path of the molecules is 10 times greater than a characteristic length
of the body immersed in the gas, the mechanism of momentum and energy
transfer to the body is governed by free molecular theory. Lockheed/Huntsville
has developed a new method for predicting free molecular heat transfer which
is capable of handling heating of bodies in high temperature gases of arbitrary .
composition. The conventional free molecular heating programs are based
upon the assumption that a simple relationship exists between the ratio of
specific heats and the number of degrees of freedom( of the *molecules, that
is to say
Y 1 +	 (4.21)
Y ratio of specific heats
j number of degrees of freedom.	 r► ""so
r , Wit"
This is accurate only for, at most, diatomic rn'Aecules at relatively low tem-
peratures. However, when the problem changes such that the gaseous medium
is composed of a high temperature rocket nozzle exhaust, the conventional
theory no longer applies. Lockheed j1-luntsville' s new theory makes use of real
gas thermochemical data which are generated for any type of propellant used
.	 t,
j
in a rocket nozzle. These data, In conjunction with Lockheed/I3untsville s 	 I.
method--of-characteristics solution of the exhaust plume, gives exact velocity
and energy predictions for the given gas and plume configuration.
51
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The free molecular heat transfer computer program treats both front
and backside heating to a flat ,,plate at any angle of attack to the freestream
flow. Since the mechanism of energy transfer to an element of surface area
on a body is not influenced by any preceding or adjacent phenomena, these
flat plate heating raves can be treated as heading of a small differential area
on a larger body. The total healing rate to the body is easily obtained by
integrating these local heating rates over the surface of the body. If the par-
ticular surface element is shaded, then backside local heating rates apply
and conversely, if the particular surface element "sees" the freestream flow,
then frontside heating rates are used. A complete treatment of the free mo
lecular heating development is contained in Appendix B
n ,
Section 5
RADIATIVE HEATING
E
A relatively minor amount of effect was expended during this study to
f obtain, check out and learn to utilize existing programs for the prediction of
radiant heating from both gaseous plumes and those with solid particles en-
trained.
For gaseous radiation, the MSFC/Hayes Plume Radiation Program was
obtained and checked out with a sample problem. Plume radiation from the
LEM descent engine was calculated and compared with previous results ob-
tained by TRW Systems in Houston, Texas. The -two analyses agreed well.
This program is documented in Reference 23.
A series of computer programs which calculate radiation from a particle-
laden rocket exhaust plume was developed by Aeronutronics under contract to
NASA/MSFC (Reference 24). The programs (Programs A, B and C) are used
sequentially to solve a. given problem.
Program A computes the centerline and limiting streamline trajectories
for a given particle size. The calculation is started in the rocket combustion
chamber where the particle velocity is assumed to be equal to the gas velocity,
' and proceeds through the nozzle and into the plurne. The gas flow field in the
nozzle and plume: is calculated with the assumption that the effects of the par-
ticles can be uncoupled. A one-dimensional transonic solution is included in
Program A as a subroutine, while the supersonic flow field can be calculated
j
	
	
in advance by Lockheed's Method-of-Characteristics Computer Program, and
the necessary flow field properties placed on a tape which is read by Program
LMSC:/HRHC A791230
Program B computes the average radiative cross- sections, effective
black body function, temperature, particle number density and particle ther-
mal and kinetic energy fluxes at specified locations within the two-phase plume.
Input required includes the punched output from Program A plus Mie scattering
theory tables for particle sizes comparable to the wavelength of the radiation.
The scattering tables presently incorporated in Program B are particularized
for aluminum oxide particles of radii between 0.1 and 20.0 microns. The par-
ticles size distribution is also input to Program B in the form of a skew-
symmetric formula{ Output includes punched cards with the average scattering
and absorption cross-section and back-sc:4tter ratio, the effective spectral
block body function, and the total particle number density throughout the plume.
These cards are used as input to Program C.
Program C computes the radiation from the particle cloud to a target
with arbitrary location along a specified line-of-sight. Multiple lines-of-
sight may be selected to give the total hemispherical radiation to a given
target. The radiative properties of the particle cloud are obtained from the
punched output from Program B The program prints out the radiative in-
tensity to the target for each of a series of specified wavelengths.
-1
Programs A, B and C have been fully checked out for a sample case
based on the exhaust plume of an S-II ullage motor at an altitude of 120,000
feet. These programs and their available documentation (Reference 24) are
supplied as a part of this study.
r
I	 ^
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Section 6
METHODS AND PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING TEST DATA
There exists a definite need for plume impingement basting under ,
 or-
bital conditions. Vacuum chamber limitations of maximum expansion and
testing duration leave much to be desired. Therefore, flight tests would be 	 r
of great value in the determination of pressures and heating rates due to plume
t
impingement in a vacuum. Different methods could be used to obtain orbital	 E
flight test data. Permanent sensors could be used; or temporary sensors,
under the control of resident astronauts would pern-lit greater f?exiblity of
design and data collection.
a
Instrumentation of surfaces and regions adjacent to existing Apollo
program motors would yield considerable data. Control motors located on
the Command and Service Module could b3. used as well as the A.PS motors on
the 13-IV'B Orbital Workshop. Ideally, the sensors should be located by hand
during extravehicular activity of the astronauts; they could be located at off-
surfaca positions and at several different locations in the plume; if they are
positioned by an astronaut. This `-ould also avoid protection problems during
ascent. Figure 6-1 depicts a typical AAP configuration showing locations . of
the various motors which could be used for plume impingement testing.
E
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Section 7
DATA CORRE LATICN
In order to confirm the analytical model devc;loped In this study, some 4
test and flight data correlations were attempted.
	 The test data were ob-
tained from R-P&VE-PT an4: consisted of pressures and heating rates on
the surface of a model J-2 engine subjected to impingement from a simu-
lated 02/H2 burner.	 Figure 7-1 presents a correlation of the calculated
and measured r tinpact pressures.
	 As can be seen good agreement was ob-
tained.	 Figures 7-2, 7 -3 and 7-4 show the comparison of computed and
measured heating rates. 	 Figure 7-5 depicts the geometrical relationship
between the 72 lb ullage motor exhaust plume and the J-2 engine on Saturn
V flight 501.
	 A comparison of the measured and analytical heating rates
is presented in Figure 7-6 for this flight.
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Section i
CONCLUSIONS
This study has resulted in the development and/or improvement of
sophisticated engineering methods and computer programs for the prediction
of heating rates and pressures on objects subjected to rocket plume impinge
ment.
The use of this group of methods and programs will permit a designer
to evaluate the effects of the potentially hostile rocket exhaust plume environ-
ment on an arbitrary immersed body. Each method and )rogram has been
discussed and the limitations and assumptions of each were pointed out. These
programs represent , the current state-of-the-art in methods of predicting
plume impingement effects.
The basic product from this study is a set of experimentally verified
computer programs for the prediction of li.a:^, ating rates and pressures in jet
exhaust impingement regions. The scope of this study covered continuum,
transitional and free molecular flow regimes. Although much work was ac-
complished during this study toward the development of techniques and com-
puter programs, there are areas where the models developed could be im-
proved.
Part of the effort during this contract was expended to try to improve
the capability for noncontinuum plume predictions. During this part of the
study, an extensive literature search revealed a large amount of information
concerning the aerodynamics of free jets expanding into a'vacuum. A method
was selected from the literature and implemented into the flow field program
so that one could calculate exhaust plumes from their continuum state through
the free molecular region. During implementation and checkout of this pro-
gram, it was determined that the method selected was somewhat restrictive
'1
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in nature due to the numerical problems associated with the method of char-
ac te r is tic s at high Mach numbers.
To obtain the complete exhaust plume flow field, it is necessary to change
from a continuum analysis to a free molecular flow model. This "transition"
region is a function of several flow variables and gradients which are used to
determine when transition occurs. The basic problem encountered is that the
continuum flow Mach number gets too large, such that the method of charac-
teristics theory "breaks down," before the "transition" region is attained. Thus,
the calculations must be terminated. This problem is a function of the type of
gas, its properties and the chamber temperature and pressure of the nozzle
under analysis. More work should be done in this area in order to remove the
present model limitations
In light of the preceding discussion, additional work should be done to
improve the calculatonal capability in the regions where characteristic theory
no longer applies, but the flow is not yet free molecular. Studies have shown
that the flow becomes 'source like" at large distances from the nozzle when
high Mach numbers exist. Making use of this' fact, the calculations could be
continued from the point where the characteristic theory degenerated by using
T}	
a continuum source flow model. This model would permit the calculations to
be continued until translational freezing occurs, indicating the onset of free
molecular flow.
The continuum heat transfer methods provided under this study are con-
sidered adequate for the types of cel.culations desired. Emphasis was placed
on generality and ease of operation by way of computer tape communication
between the flow field and the general impingement analysis program. The
heating rate models could be improved somewhat 'by adapting a more exact
boundary layer analysis along the streamlines in the Streamline Divergence 	 i
Technique. This would sacrifice the automation and generality now provided
t	 by requiring more handwork and more computer runs to map out the heating
rates on a given configuration. Instead of trying to improve the heat transfer
I,
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1
model by making it more sophisticated, at the sacrifice of user convenience
and generality, it is suggested that a heating rate correlation study be carried
out in order to further verify the model. These :correlations could be used ask	 ,.
guidelines indicating when certain parameters in the heating rate equations
should be modified in order to match test data better. In addition, the pro-
gram could be used to analyze and correlate flight data and make predictions
for future flights. There also exist many problem areas on existing and pro-
posed vehicles which should and can be analyzed with the tools provided under
this contract.
The noncontinuum heat transfer methods could be improved in two gen-
eral areas. First, the assumption of a constant gamma should be removed
from the shock layer calculation. This could be done by deriving a model
based on a Lighthill-type dissociating gas which would realistically approxi-
mate the effects of dissociation in the shock layer. The basic blunt body low
density equations would remain unaltered, but the new chemistry model would
replace the ideal gas assumption. In the current model, the viscosity must
very linearly with temperature in the shock layer;. A more realistic. viscosity
model could easily be incorporated into the overall solution if the dissociated
chemistry model were also added.
In. conclusion, the following specific items merit further investigation
in order to improve the calculational capability in the area of plume impinge-
merit.
o- Provide a model for the flow field description where the char-
acteristic theory no longer applies but the flow has not become
free molecular
Make studiesof suchhea.t,transfer and flow field data as can
be obtained, in order to improve heating rate data correlations
•	 i
• Analyze and correlate flight data and make predictions for
future flights
• Improve noncontinuum heat transfer method by removing
some of the limitations now imposed.
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Appendix A
LOW DENSITY STAGNATION REGION BLUNT BODY SOLUTION
For the purpose of the present analysis, the flow field around the body
will be divided into an outer region, called the shock-transtion zone, and an
inner region, called the shock layer (see figure A-1). For convenience, the
surface separating these two regions will be referred to as the shock interface.
The compression ratio, p/p , across the shock transition zone is assumed to
00be large, and therefore both regions can be assumed to be thin in comparison
to the local nose radius; these two assumptions are consistent with a hyper-
sonic low density approach flow. The solution derived here treats the steady
uniform flow of an ideal gas over an axisymmetric smooth blunt body for the
case of a highly cooled surface, i e, the ratio of wall temperature to free-
stream stagnation temperature is small. It is also postulated that a linear
viscosity-temperature relation adequately describes the flow medium.
Referring to Figure A-1, let x denote the distance along the body sur -
face and y the distance along the outward normal from the surface. Since
both the shock layer and the shock-transition zone are thin, it is reasonable
to assume that a/ax << a/ay. The Navier-Stokes equations governing the
compressible, viscous, heat conducting flow can then be. reduced to the fol-
lowing form:
(a) ­JL ax	 a(pu Z) + s (p v Z) = 0 (conservation of mass)y	 1
i
K uv + (u:d + v a )u= a (^u au)- p	 P 
	
ax	 ^	 ax	 ay	 ay	 a y(.conservation of tangential component of momentum)
(b)
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(a)	 P (u a + v a ) (h + 
2 2 ) 
= a	 —a
ex	 ey	 2	 ay	 ay
2
Prr + 2 + 3 v2 1 (conservation of energy)
These general equations are the basic conservation laws and are applied to
both the shock-transition zone and the shock layer.
Analysis of the Shock-Transition Zone
Although the shock - transition zone contains all of the effects of the shock
wave, it is hypothesized that a major portion of the compression is confined to
a narrow region of the shock transition zone adjacent to the shock interface.
Excluding this narro.;r region, it is t:.\en reasonable that,
> O('1)	 and	 P	 O(1)
00
Applying Equation (1) to the shock transition zone, where now the surface
Y=O coincides with the shock interface, reduces to f
(a)	 d	 (P v)
a
0
(b)	 p v au 
=
a (	 au )
ay ay
ay
1
(c )	 + P  ay = 3 a (P a 	 )
r
J
a(d)	 P  
ey 
(h + --u2 + v2	 _	 a--)	 ay ak ay h	 u?	 2	 2Pr +	 2	 f	 v (2)
These equations can be integrated once with respect to y, and the cons tant of {
integration can be evaluatedg at the shock :interface. or,
, ,
m  other words, the
A-3
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downstream side of the narrow compression region. Since the component of
velocity, v, at the shock interface is very much smaller than the v component
of the freestream flow, terms of order v at the shock interface are neglected.
Hence, the integrated form of Equation (2) becomes
(a)	 P2 v2 = P  v 
( ►)P1vl (u2 ul) = ( Pay )2
(C)	 P2	 R1 vi 
d	 P 	 (H -x) = u a	 I-z+(Pr i) :Z	 (3)O	 1 1 2	 l	 Pr dy	 2
z
where
( ) l	 value in the freestream
( )2 = value at the shock interfacef
Equations (3b) and (3d) show ^,Nxplicitly the importance of viscous effects across
the shock wave because of the fact that tangential momentum and total enthalpy
are no longer conserved. Equation (3), called the modified Rankine-Hugoniot
relations, define certain values of the flow variables at the shock interface which
become the boundary conditions for the governing equations in the shock, layer.
Analysis of the Shock Layer
The general conservation laws of Equation (1) applied in the viscous
shock layer can be simplified somewhat by observing. two order of magnitude
relationships. Because of the high compression ratio assumed in the shock
transition zone, the density in the shock` layer must necessarily be l
V,
..iC YAsi	 ,L+- „'	 -9	 .w:.«,	 l..	 _:^:'r....^3.1Y	 '..R.^rd•w	 .w...d'fsil"+..tiE	 9F	 w.	 , x:_	 xe{"^•	 — twit
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Also, the nox mal component of velocity, v, in the shock layer will be ver y
much less	 ,an the freestreaxn value
vshock layer/°a, < < 1	 •
Then, the conservation equations simplify to
^ a	 ..
(a)	 ax (P u Z) +	 aay	 (PV Z)	 -	 0
(b)	 A + Ptu	 + v	 Y o u =	 y f^^ ay)49X
k
(c)	 + K Pu2	 py	 c
k 2
(d)	 P (u ax + v ay) H -- ay
	
P	 ay	 H + (Pr	 1) 2	 (4)
k In solving problems of this type, it is very advantageous to use von
w Mises coordinates (x,O) not only 'because it simplifies the coordinate system,
but also because it eliminates the need for one equation - the conservation of
mass. Thus, if the compressible stream function, O(x, y), is defined such
that
9 = - 27rZpv
= 27rZPu
1.
ay
then Equation (4a) is identically satisfied. IThe remaining three equations
readily transform to
k`It Ou(b)	 u ax a- Z^rZu —5f (NPu
au	 1
aIP	 -	 ax.0
,w
A-5
f	
'
X: ^....	 A.	 ..:_.
	
..	 .: s}.:	 ^`	 .t,.0 ...t	 t ^_
	 wiee"3r ,•'+-	 •e	 ._rg	 m ^,	 .-	 ^	 ..sNC	 asa	 ..e. a,m-_s:^TVra^.r_ z+
rf
KC u
TV Z
8	 8	
_	
u2(d)	 ax 2 ^rz a0 Pr Pu ^ H + (Pr 1) 2	 (s)
These partial differential equations are still formidable to solve in their present
form. Based on the lessons taught by experience and hindsight, another trans-
formation is introduced for the purpose of setting up a perturbation problem.
Let
^ _	 2
_ Poo uo07r Z
ir
2 _where (dx' )	 (dZ) 2	 2(dx) since the equations are constrained to lie on
surfaces of constant , The transformation to ^ in effect nondimensionalizes
the stream function with respect to the body geometry. In addition to this
transformation, the dependent variables are nondimensionalized as
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region of interest for this problem is only the stagnation region. The equa-
tions may be simplified greatly by setting up a perturbation problem about
the X =O axis, or the stagnation streamline. All of the dependent flow vari-
ables are expanded in a geometric series in the chosen independent variable
X, e.g.  .
=u0+ Xul+ XZ u2+0 0 .
p-P0+Xp1+X2p2+'
0 00+X61+X202+.
These series expansions are substituted into the equations and coefficients of
like powers of X are equated. The equations in the set for the X° order have
become ordinary differential equations in ^ with only an implicit dependence
on X in the tangential pre ssure gradient term. These equations, which are
valid_ in the stagnation region, are given by
(a) ,	 uo2	 ^o uo = 2	 N u° u°-	 + 2 'f
 
(l
K ^
H	 H
H  + (1 H 
	
^o
ao	 00
U	 ,
1 2 ^N o 0 o h 	 Z.
Pr K	 0
r
(b)
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Il	 where
( ^^ differentiation with respect to
K2 = low dens ity Reynolds number
E P
U a
	
	 Ott Z'>^<
	
°° o0	 o^^
	
0	 PU To
E = Y- 1
2Y
^I
	
These are the equations to be solved for a stagnation region solution.
Boundary Conditions
Because of the transformations used to obtain Equation (6), the bouK,Ldary
conditions at the body surface are to be applied at ^=0 and the boundary con-
ditions at the shock interface are to be applied at ^=1. If the identical trans-
formations performed on the shock layer equations are applied to the shock
transition zone Equation (3), the following boundary conditions result:
i a0 (1) 1 - 2 uo(1) u01(1)r	 K
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The accepted theory about conditions next to a surface in low density `
flow is to postulate a slip velocity and a temperature jump. However, close
examination of these two quantities for this problem reveals that
T - T
	 T	 T
T 
w	
,	 E T (1 - T CH0	 o	 0
Uslip 	 E TW C
U	 T	 f0
where CH
 is the heat transfer coefficient and C  is the skin friction coefficient.
For the hypersonic b4--it body problem, C C < 1 due to a high compression ratio
across the shock wavy ., Tw/To is usually very much less than 1, and CH andC f can never exceed unity even in free molecular flow. Thus, by order of mag-
nitude considerations, neither of the two surface effects are important to the
hypersonic blunt body- problem. This would justify the use of conventional, no-
slip conditions, i. e.
no (0)= 0
Oo(0) = o
at the body surface, ^=0. J
1
METHOD OF SOLUTION
	 ^
The stagnation region theory derived up to this point is valid for the low
	
yt	 density flow regimes between continuum flow and full transition flow. This
range encompasses the vorticity-interaction regime, the viscous-layer regime,
the incipient-merged layer regime and the fully-merged layer regime. All of
the low density ffects inco rporated into the theory are not of equal importanceY	 P	 Y	
^	
P
	
4	 A-9
.......	 _31
r
r
ii
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in each of these regimes. In order to derive maximum use of this character-
istic, the low density regimes are divided into two regions based on the order
of magnitude of the product of E and K2,
Regime I:
	
0(l) < E K2 < o0
Regime II:
	 NO < E KK2 < 0(1)
By this mathematical division, Regime I includes the vorticity-interaction
regime and part of the viscous-layer regime, while Regime II contains the
remaining lower density flow regimes.
Regime  I
This regime is closest to continuum flow and hence exhibits many of
the characteristic relationships found in a continuum shock layer. The so-
lution to Equation (6) in Regime I can be described adequately with a local
similarity solution found in conventional boundary layer theory. In reference
to boundary conditions, however, f e viscous effects across the shock tran-
sition zone in the stagnation region are not significant enough to be included.
Bence, the solution can be found by applying a local similarity transformation
to the low density viscous shock' layer equations using essentially continuum
boundary conditions. Vortcity generated by the shock curvature; will still
affect the boundary layer solution. Introducing the familiar variables of
boundary layer theory
LMSC/HREC A791230
then Equation (6) transforms to
III	 of	 1 1 2 	 1 w 	H wf	 + if - Z f = - 2
	 I	 + (l	 H --) Q	 (^i )
	
00	 0o
0 o
 
f + Prf 0 = 0
with boundary conditions
f(0) f (0) = p(0) = 0
f( 1 s ) K/V 2U:*
1
Ghd = 1
where
_^	
8	
1 /2k a ;
7	 u _ 3 E	 ^
Y
= differentiation with respect to i1
M
	
	
^
r
+ ud	 i
S
function of the tangential pressure gradient
As in boundary layer theory, the velocity is proportional to f A question
z	 'arises immediately as to why six boundary conditions are needed to solve	 r
two coupled equations requiring only five. The answer lies in the face &.at
in the original formulation, the value ^ =1 defined the ;hock interface; the
extra boundary condition is then needed to define this value in terms of the
A- 11
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new independent variable rl, i, e., s ij/shock interface (C=l). Equation (9)
was solved on a computer with a numerical integration method utilizing a rapid
convergence scheme. The heat transfer coefficient is determined from the re-
lation
C	 = 2 u	 Po
HRegime I
	
Pr K ^l
Regime II
Due to the lower density flow contained in Regime II, viscous effects
across the shock wave are definitely important and the equations cannot be
solved with a local similarity transformation. However, a unique method
suggests itself from an order of magnitude analysis of each term in Equation
(6a). For the conditions defined in Regime II, the second term on the right-
hand side will always be an order of magnitude smaller than the remaining
terms. It would, therefore, be possible to expand both dependent variables
u and 0 as
u'='u11 +u22 +.
(9 = 011 + p22
where the { ) order is assumed to be an order of magnitude smaller than
_22
the ( ) 11 order, etc. By substituting these series into Equation (6) and	 r
^A
equating terms of equal order of magnitude, a set of equations will result for
each order. The important point here, is that the equations for the. ( )
11
order are uncoupled since the second term on the right-hand side of Equation
`6a) will drop out. This solution, which is easily found, can then be substi-
toted into the set of equations involving the( ) 22 order, which will contain
the dropped term, to find the second order or correction solution, ( )22.}
4
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For the ( )11 order:
	
(a)	 u 11	 ^ u 11 u 11
	 1	 ull	 1 11 111.
	
'(U)	 N X11 011 ! + Pr K2 ^2 011 - 0	 ( 1 0)
It should be noised that although Equation (10b) contains the term 71 11 , the equa-
tion can be solved in its general form for 011 with an integrated dependence
on u 11'
For the ( )22 order:
1 (111 122 ) 2	 (a ll u 2^ 2)
2 +	 _	 Z 'uu	 22 EK 3.
J -	 r	 --	 ( Tw)	 E	 (1 -	 Tw )	 0	 (11)
^,, u 11	 Too
	 U' 11	 Too	 ` l l s^	 ^
f
The equation for 022 is the same as Equation (1. 0b) with u 11 replaced by
{
(711 1 + 7122 ).	 The details of the solution of these two sets of equat oris are too
long and involved to be ineduded here. 	 The final solution for u and 0 is an
Jalgebraic expression in terms of exponentials and incomplete gamma. functions.
This solution is used to find the heat transfer coefficient from the expression
1
hoCH 	 2 1
PRegime II
	 KPr	
_0
I
4
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NOMENCLATURE
local body nose radius
static enthalpy
total enthalpy
low density Reynolds number
P^ Too 
a	 ^o ,f,,
0	 (,/J T 0
longitudinal curvature
N	 constant=
P T
g
p	 pressure	 M
i
r	 P	 p^(Poo LU,2 sing ) = nondimensional pressure
Pr	 Prandtl number
T	 temperature I
u	 velocit
y
 component in the x direction
UOO	 freestream total velocity
u	 u/(rw cos p
v	 velocity component in the y-direction
x	 direction tangential to surface
A-14
,^,s 	 Y
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x	 direction along axis of symmetry of body
y	 direction along outward normal from surface
Z	 distance of a give body surface point from the axis of symmetry
Greek
J	 a	 local shock angle
Y	 ratio of specific heats
^"	 E	 y.1 /2y
1	 transformed boundary layer coordinate
j,
H I-Iw
	
4	 enthalpy function _-H I3-
oo	 w
coefficient of viscosity
stream function
	
P	 density
Subscripts	
.
i
evaluated at freestream conditions
00
t
evaluated at surface temperatureW
evaluated at freestream. stagnation conditions (not to be con-
fused with series expansion terms)
Superscripts
1
( )	 evaluated at reference -temperature 	 I
i
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B.l GENERAL, rt 'C'USSION
In the free molecular flow re^iime, the aerodynamic heating rate to an
element of surface area can be calculated from an energy balance.
q = Ei Er	 (B• 1)
where
q = heat transfer rate
E1	rate at which total energy is incident on the surface area
Er	rate at which total energy is reflected from the surface
area
Because of the assumption in free molecular flow that the molecules have a
Maxwellian velocity distribution, there is a temperature associated with
each of the energy rates, E i and Er . Although the temperature of the in-
coming or incident molecules is usually a well-defined quantity, the tempera-
ture of the reflected molecules is a function of the particular gas-surface
interaction and is not known. It is common practice in all free molecular
theory to combine this uncertainty into a parameter called the accommoda-
tion coefficient, a, defined by
E 	 eik + eii
Note the type of gas-surface interaction under consideration here. It is
hypotl%-, sized that the incoming molecules can be described with a Maxwellian
velocity distribution characterized by a temperature, T i. All of the molecules
striking the surface are "captured" by the surface and give up all their energy
to the surface. At some later time (the length of time is not important to this
analysis), the molecules are diffusely emitted or "reflected" from the surface
as if they originated from an infinite reservoir with zero mean velocity. Again,
their velocity distribution is considered to be Maxwellian, characterized by a
temperature Tr. This gas-surface interaction must conserve mass. The
parameter a is considered to be a measure of how well the surface accommo-
dates the incident energy. Thr,s, Equation ($.1) can be written
q = a (Ei - Ew )	 (B.2)
The maximum heat transfer occurs when a has a value of unity.
t^
The total energy associated with each one of the molecules striking the
surface consists of kinetic energy and internal energy. It is convenient to
define
where
eik = rate at which kinetic energy is transferred to the surface
by the incident molecules assuming their velocity distri-
bution is characterized by Vie temperature Ti
e ii	 rate at which internal energy is transferred to the surface
by the i.acident molecules assuming their velocity distri-
bution is characterized b y the temperature T_	 i
.9
x
y
_	
--
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E  = ewk + ewi	 (B.4)
where
ewk = rate at whic?`, kinetic energy is carried away from the
surface by the emitted molecules, assuming that the:
velocity distribution of the emitted molecules is charac-
terized by the temperature, Tw
e^,4,q _ rate at which internal energy is carried away from the
surface by the emitted molecules, assuming that the
velocity distribution of the emitted molecules is
characterized by the temperature, Tw
Tw
	temperature of the wall
Thus, Equation (B.2) can be written
q - a f (elc	 ewk ) + (e .1 ewi )l	 (B.5)
It is desired to calculate the heat transfer to a flat plate of unit area
at an angle of attack, 9 to the incoming flow.
LMSC/HREC A 79123 0
By definition, the front side of the plate is the negative x side and the back
side is the positive x side. Both sides of the plate experience heating.
B.2 FRONT SIDE HEATING
To find an expression for the front side heating, all the terms in
Equation (B.5) must be evaluated, If C is the velocity vector of a molecule,
and m i is the mass of one molecule, then the molecule; possesses a'mi IC^2
kinetic energy. Total kinetic energy transferred to any point is found by
integrating the product of f and i m ` C I2 over the appropriate region of
velocity space. Thus, for the quantity eik'
elk = fff - 2 mi (CX +C	 - + Cz) f dV
where
wCx , C y, C Z	 Cartesian components of the molecular velocity C
f = Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function
3/2	 --m 	 m.1 I(C_U )2+(C -U ) 2+(C - U )22kT
	
x x
	 y y	 z zi	 en  2_
i
ni
 = number, density of incident flow
T.	 *temperature of the incident flow
x
Ux , Uy, U  = components of freestream velocity
vector
I
I
r
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dV = C
x
 dC 
x 
dC y dC z
and the integral for 
,eik becomes
+00 +00	
.	
3/2
	
m n M	 -
e	
i	 I	 (C 2 + C 2 + C 2ik	 Z7rk T	 x	 z
	
N	 i)0
	
M	
CX- Ux ) 
2 
+ (C - U ) 2q.(Cz-u
z ) 
2.1
Y ye kT i
C dC dC dC 	 (B. 7)
From Figure B-1, it is clear that the components of the freestream velocity
are
U'U sinO
x
U 
y	
-U COSO
^,	
Uz	
0
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S = molecular speed ratio
_	 U
2-Ri g Ti
To find an expression for ewk the boundary conditions of the gas
surface interaction process must be imposed on the system. First, the
number of molecules which reach the front side of the unit area per unit;
time must be computed. From the geome<;;ry of Figure B-1 and considera-
tion  of kinetic theory,
Ni = fff f dv
3/2 ' -f• oo +oo	 -= (C -U )2+(C -U )2+(C -'U )2m.	 21c T,	 x x	 Y y	 z z 11N, _	 --	 Nni 2 7t' k Ti
Cx xdC dC dCZ
Completing the integration,
	 1
L Ti g
	 S2 si,n2 b	 1./2Ni = n	 I	 + n	 $ siz8 (1	 erf S sin6`)	 (.9)
	
'	
t	 t
The quantify N represents thc: numi^er of incident molecules striking the
4
unit surface it a unit time. These rncla culec are "capture z." by the surface
and later emitted or reflected from the surface as if they came from an
infinite reservoir held at temperature Tw ' ,with zero mean velocity. How-
ever, the number of molecules reflected from the surface per unit time,
Nr , must be equal to the number of molecules striking the surface per
unit time evaluated at "reservoir conditions" 'Thus
B-6
e
.
L1!'ltsts`b,
--- --------
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n n
w
N r = Ni T T w
R ='Rw
U = 0
Applying this condition to Equation (D.9),
1/2
N = n (LW T?. 7TW 4r	 W 	) (B.10)
But since at the surface, N
	 N at all times, then from Equations (B.9)
and (B.10).
w
(Ri Ti 1/2	 S 2 sin 2 0	 1/2	 4 erf SsinOn	 n	
w W	
le-	 + 7r	 S sing (1	 (B.11
0
Equation (B.11) gives the necessary expression for the number density of the
reflected molecules irL terms of the number density of the incident w,-,4ecules
and the tempe rater c of the wall.
The amount of kinetic energy stored in the reservoir, which is emitted
from the surfece, can be found by imposing the boundary conditions on tht-,i
incident kinetic energy, viz.,
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2n 
w  
k Tw
 ("iT-7rW— 
g 1/2
ewk - _w
Substituting the expression from Equation (B.11) for nw,
2 Pi R  T 	 Ri T i 1/2	 -S2 sin 2 6 	 1/2
ewk	 e	 +	 S sinA	 (l + erf SsnA)	 (B.12)
In addition to the heating caused by transfer of kinetic energy, the
surface also experiences heating due to the transfer of internal energy by the
MIL	 ixicident molecules. Because of the way in which the energy balance at the
surface is formula.-ted, the amount of internal energy which contributes to
the heating is the total, internal energy minus that part of the internal energy
due to trah,slational degrees of freedom - which has already been accounted
foi% In the conventional free molecular heating theory for cold air (Reference
B-1), tk e molecules under consideration are, at most, diatomic. Thus,
there exists a simple relationship between Y and the number of degrees of
freedom, i.e.,
b.i
Y	 l+	 (B.13)
where
ratio rd specific heatsY	 ..
num;oer of degrees oi` freedom
Using the principle of equipa;rtition of energy and the above relationship, the
amount of internal energy clue to. j - 3 degrees of freedom can be readily
calculated. Now, if the problem is changed such that the incident flow may	 n
be composed of high temperature gases from a rocket engine exhaust, then
this theory is no longer adequate.
	
F
{
B
B-8
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a
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i
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In the search for a new solution, a digression into kinetic theory will
be helpful. It is well known that the total internal energy stored by N
molecules of a gas in thermodynamic equilibrium at a temperature T is
given by
U	 NkT2 
(01nf)
TOT	 8T (B. 14)
1
where
f = total partition function
Depending upon the complexity of the molecules and the level of excitation,
f could be an extremely complicated function. However, it will always be
given in the form,
f = (f trans ) (f rot) if vib (...) (.
where
ftrans	 translational partition function
f rot	 = rotational partition function
fvib	 = vibrational partition function
and so on.
(B.15)
r
Iva
I
Hence, if we know f for any complex. molecule, we can find an expression for
AAM	 the total internal energy of the N molecules using Expression (B.1),
r
a
U	 =
 NkT'j in
 f	 + In 	 + In  ., + . 0 0 + .. ,I	 (B.16)TOT	 8 T^	 trans	 rot	 vib	 v
From this expression, it is clear that the total internal energy is composed
of contributions from -each "type" of freedom in the complex molecule,	 r	 7
1 i
B- 9
	
j
1	 i	 ^
I'
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UTOT = U^ due to translation + U Idue to rotation + U Idue to vibration +
As has boen mentioned, the quantity of interest is the total internal energy
minus the contribution of the translational degrees of freedom. Thus,
_	 2 a
US UTOT NkT aT ('nftrans)v (B.17)
is a direct method to `calculate this quantity. If the velocity of a molecule is
given by
..-•.	 -► 	 -•	 -0-C - CX i + C 
y 
j + C 
z 
k
then: the translational partition function is
IS o
m 2	 2	 2
f trans	 exp 2k T (CX + Cy t C Z )
1=
Substituting Equation (B,18) into Equation (B.17).
U	 _ N/mC2US	 TOTf
(B.13)
where
2	 2	 2	 2C = C + C + C
	
X	 y	 Z	 s:	
J
or on the basis of one molecule,
14	 2mC
	
uS 	 uTOT	 2	 (8.19)
Altho ugh the total internal energy of a complicated molecule of gas, LJTOT
is usually very difficult to describe by use of partition functions, it can be
determined from thermodynamic relations if the assumption is made that
the gas is in equilibrium at a temperature T, i.e.,
	 i
•
B-10
^	 Ii
r	 r ._
_®r	 .
.,cc :. .: "":•
	
""	
wert,_.^
._
 _-^.
	
.. .	 i	 ...	
-u.,a`aciyuil	 `l:ieiiw^mra.^n.. ...:,
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h	 total internal energy + p/PJ
p	 energy
uTOT	 h - p is (molecule) (B.20)
where
h = static enthalpy por unit mass
p - static pressure
P = density
In terms of internal energy per molecule
E
U Since it was assumed that h, p, p are thermodynamic properties of the gas
at equilibrium, they are steady state values. Thus, it would seem reasonable
to use the average or "steady state" value of C in Equation (B.19). This
J1	
+06
average value is called a most probable value defined by
C fff C2 f dV
-.w
G2 
_ 3k T
m
Thus, Equation (B.19) becomes
(B.21)
•
us = h " RT n
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a
energy _.
rn.olecul e 	 (B,24)
where again, R = k/1yn
By using the method-of-characteristics plume which gives an accurate
description of the local properties of the gas at every , point in the flow field,
the quantity us can easily be determined. Assuming that this accurate
description of the properties exists, thwk no approximate relationship between
Y and the number of degrees of freedom in the molecule is needed.
Now, the amount of internal energy incident on the surface can be
calcula ►ed by multiplying the number of molecules incident on the surface
per unit time, Ni , by the internal energy contribution of one molecule, uS,
i.e.,
e ii - (Ni ) (u S)
.	 Using Equation (B,9).
1/2
eP[hRRi Ti
	
	 -S2sin2A	 1^2
ii . -	 je	 + 7t	 S snA (1- erf S sin6) (B.25)i
3
Using a similar analysis for the reflected molecules, the internal
I	 energy is given by	 {
u _ h Rw TW pWSw  i w
{ -	 = reflected internal energy molecule
and the amount of internal energy carried away from the surface by the
if
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	 f'
R. 	 T . 1/2 R 	_
e	 P	
^ 
	 a. ^	 h ^,wT	 2wS^i,n2g
	
wi i Rw
)/Rj
`— f	 w ^ ,J^
+ 7r	 S sing (1 + erf S sin g)B.26(	 )
The heat transfer rate to the front s ide of the unit-surface is found by
substitution of Equations (B.8), (B.12) (B.25)' and (B.26) into Equation l it
(B.5). Thus,
i
f	 pi ti Ti 
	 Ti 1/2 - 52sin2g
	
T2
«- -- --
(Ri
	
--2 ,^,	 2 1 Ti + S
 )
	
LO	 j
+ ^rif 2 S sin®(I + erf S sin g) S2 + 5 - 2 /Tw
	
^	 Ti
	Rr T. g 1/2	 R. T_	 12 ,	 R Tz-	 ^ z	 ^	 w w
Pi —	 hi - 21 	 RW hW —21
2 2e-S sin 8 + ^/2 S sine (1 + erf S sin g )	 (B.27)
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where
eikb ° rate at which kinetic energy is transferred to thebackside surface by the incident molecules,
assuming that their velocity distribution is
characterized by the temperature, Ti
ewkb ° rate at which kinetic energy is carried awayfrom the backside surface by the reflected
molecules, assuming that their velocity distri-
bution is characterized by the temperature, ,L we
eiib = rate at which internal energy is transferred to the
backside surface by the incident molecules, assuming
that their velocity distribution is characterized by
the temperature, Two
ewib	 rate at which internal energy is carried awayfrom the backside surface by the reflected molecules,
assuming that their velocity distribution is charac-
terized by the temperature, Tw-
The rate at ,,, -hick kinetic energy is transferred to the backside of the
surface is found in a similar manner to that for the front side, i.e.,
ekb fff 2 m (Cx + C y + Cz ) f dV
Since only those molecules striking the backside surface will transfer energy
to the surface, the integration over velocity space must include only those
molecules having velocity components in the negative C  direction. For
this region of velocity space, the differentia l
 -velocity flux element becomes
kT. (Cx - UX )2+(C -U )2+(CZ -UZ)2C	 y	 J
e	 ^	
y
(-Cx) dCX dCy dCz	 (B.29)
Again, the velocity components of the freestream, flow are
U	 U sing
U- -U cosey-
UZ=O
Completing the integration,
,z
p.R T R T.g	 2	 2	 Ai	 i	 S sin e
	
2
l
7r S sine ' + S2 (1 - erf S sing),
	
(B.30)2
The three other terms in :Equation (B.
	 g	 e manner28) are enerated in the sam h
as they were in the front side heating calculations. The only difference being
the different region of velocity space which  governs the limits of the inte-
gration. The results of the computations are
	 1
	
_P. R. T	 R. T. g` 1^2	 2	 2	 ^
-
e	 2	 [e -S sin 6	 (B.31wkb	 J	 2
ft1 '/2 S sing (1	 erf S sine)
.	
^	 1
B-15.
1
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r
R  Tig 1 2	 R'i Ti	 -S2 sin29
	
eiib - pi(—f 	 hi 23's e
7r 1,2 S sin g (1 - erf S sing)
1/2
e	 - P• R
i R1 Ti g	 h - R  T 	 a-S2 sin 2g
wib - i Rw	 w 2J
- 7r1/` S sing ( 1 - erf S sing)
Thus, the heat transfer rate to the backside surface is given by Equation
(B.28)
P• R.• T i '
 (!, T. g l/2	 S 2	 2
	T,gb iii
	 i	 S sin 9 w
« e 	
[S
2 + 2 l - Tl
}
T
7r1  S sin g (1 - erf S sin g)SZ' + 5 2 w2	 Ti
	
/R. T. g 1/2	 R. T.'	 R.	 R Tz i	 h.	 1 i	 1	 h	 w w+ i? r	 i- 2J	 R w-w
(B.32)
(B.33)
^2	 2	
^
-,.^ sin g -7r 1' /2
 S sinO 1	 erf S sing
	.34
;-
^	 ^	
I
In determining the heating rate to a large body or vehicle, the surface
area is visualized as a great number of differential areas which are con-
sidered to be flat plates at an angle of attack to the freestream flow. Equations
•	 s
`
	
	 (B.27) and (B.33) are used to calculate the heating rates, depending on whether
the element of surface area is exposed to the freestream velocity (front side)
or not (backside). This is possible because the mechanism for energy transfer ^	 11
B -15 1
+A'a ,_
to an element of surface area is not influenced by any preceding or adjacent
phenomena.
The theory of free molecular heat transfer presented here is an extension
of the existing theory in that it includes an accurate method of determining heat
transfer to surfaces exposed to gases with arbitrary composition and tempera-
ture. This is necessary for any probe:ns where the gas surrosnding the vehicle
is not composed of diatomic molecules at low temperatures. However, the
accuracy of the new method depends on how accurately , the local thermodynamic
properties of the gas can be determined.
{
}
},	 J
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APPENDIX B NOMENCLATURE
C	 molecular velocity (fusee)
E	 rate at which total energy strikes a surface (Btu/it2-sec)
e	 rate at which a specific type of energy strikes a surface
if
	 , .i^	 (Bt t/ft2-sec)
erf(x)	 error function of x
f	 Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function
g	 gravitational constant = 32.2 ft-lbf
r.	 lbm-sect
h	 static enthalpy (Btu/lbm)
J	 mechanical equivalent of heat = 778 f￿Btu
j	 number of degrees of freedom
f
-24	 ft-lbf
Fk	 Boltzmann' s constant	 5.66 x 10	 0molecule R
M mass of a molecule (lbm)
N rate at which molecules strike a unit surface per unit time
molecules u
it -sec
n moleculesnumber	 _ 3_density
it
p static pressure (lbf/ft2)
q heat transfer gate (Btu/ft2 `- sec) ty
R _Yft-lbfgas constant -----
lbm°R
Ek B-18
k
'	 ::.
3 :^n•Y	 r	 ..	 .. ... .-.^^e,
(t
	 ..M,.	
^y
9
5
:
„
Y.	 `F µ'^^'^.	 ^^.:..	 ^	
_	 ^^c`. ^	
ilI®^^1119L1T+^^am' w:!_s 	 v xaT a i	 s	 ^s	 ..
... ^. ..	 .^	 ^i'bh..Yr^..Scn r 	 r: / .1^.4"itr`E.rnLG ....-	 '^ms^ ^ar^.i^111111^	 _	 .a^	 _,.	 ^_
a	 ...^,	 t .Y+-_	 _	 w.	 .?:^±z`^.
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
S	 molecular speed ratio
T	 temperature (0R)
U	 freestream velocity (ft/sec)
UTOT	 total internal energy (Btu/lbm)
u	 internal energy (Btu/molecule)
a	 accommodation coefficient
ratio of specific heats
8	 angle between freestream direction and positive y direction of
plate 3
P	 density (lbm/ft3)
Subscripts
(	 )b pertaining to back-side conditions
) i property evaluated at freestream temperature #'
(	 ). due to internal energy
1
(	 )k due to kinetic energy
(	 ) temperatureproperty evaluated at	 of wallvv
f
a
1
t
3
1
F
^;
ti
r
i
.
i
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